FUTURE COOPERATION AGREEMENT:

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES “FORUM ON WELL ORGANIZED URBAN MOBILITY-CLEANER AIR AND BETTER LIVING ENVIRONMENT”, 12.06.2012 TALLINN TEACHERS’ HOUSE

The City of Tallinn, NGO Environmental Board and EcoPlan International, hereinafter the Parties, express satisfaction over the outcomes of the Forum and confirm their decision to continue and enhance cooperation in the near future.

The Parties consider it necessary to expand mutual contacts and activities in the following areas:

- Support city sustainable transport management, change the mobility habits of citizens and share experiences in sustainable urban transport management;
- Support the sustainable development of public transport, and the idea of free public transport, as a measure to increase the share of public transport, after thoroughly analysing the implementation methods;
- Support the Tallinn City plan to be awarded the European Green Capital title in 2018;
- Find the best solutions to control the high level of urban motorization and promote a human-friendly design of urban space;
- Increase the involvement of the population in the development of urban green areas and increase the awareness of the importance of urban green spaces;

Therefore issues of the Forum will be continuously broadcast among the citizens, in order to prioritize the importance of sustainable transport, clean air, and well-organized urban mobility.

The objective of the Parties is to increase the safety of surrounding areas and create safe and quick mobility between different parts of the city.

To affirm the wish of continuing effective cooperation between the Parties they shall use the following close co-operation methods:

- Mutual information exchange, using different ways of communication;
- Comprehensive assistance in developing contacts;
- If possible, participation of representatives of the Parties in undertaken activities.
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